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PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
• Partner, Lerners LLP (2012 to present)
• Associate Lawyer, Lerners LLP (2003-2012)
• Articling student, Lerners LLP (2002-2003)
• Summer Caseworker/Executive Member, Downtown Legal Services (2001-2002) 

ACHIEVEMENTS
• Selected by her peers for inclusion in Canadian Legal Lexpert Directory for medical 

negligence (represents defendants) (2016)
• Selected by her peers for inclusion in The Best Lawyers in Canada for Health Care Law 

(2016-2017)
• Lexpert “Rising Star” Award honouring Canada’s Leading Lawyers Under 40 (2015)
• Robert T. Jones, Jr. Scholarship, Queen’s University (1998)
• Allen R. Taylor International Study Award, Queen’s University (1996) 

CLIENT TESTIMONIALS
“Before I met Gillian I suffered severe trauma; I was sexually abused for years. I had repercussions so severe, I lost my art, job, passion
and my soul. The priest who sexually abused my body and mind was a sick priest. He was very sick and dangerous; he is deceased now.
When I met Gillian I was so frightened because the sexual abuse had severe repercussions that made it very hard to talk, and inside myself
I was falling apart. Gillian knew this. Gillian made me feel normal as I explained in fear and turmoil what I suffered. I went through many
stages of healing in the time I knew Gillian. She made me feel normal when I found it difficult to talk about what I went through. Gillian

GILLIAN T. HNATIW
-PARTNER-

“Sexual abuse litigation is a challenging area of the law
that requires dedication, resourcefulness and a great deal

of heart. I find it extremely rewarding to help a survivor
confront a person or institution that has wronged them in
the past and assist them to secure the compensation they

deserve.”
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treated me with dignity throughout the process.
She made me know ‘you are normal; this is not your fault. You are behaving normal from what you suffered.’ Toward the end of knowing
Gillian, I needed to know that everything I told her was the truth. This was important to me that she believed me, and that I never ever lied
to her. To be heard and to be believed is important to me, I said to her. Gillian is a great listener…People like her come into this world,
have the insight to understand, and validate a broken soul. She did this for me and this gave me back my dignity.”
M.D. 

“A friend recommended Elizabeth Grace and Lerners to me in the spring of 2006 when she heard I was looking for a lawyer. The year
before I had been sexually assaulted by the superintendent of the building where I lived, who used his keys to enter my apartment in the
middle of the night and attack me with a knife. The criminal trial was coming up, and I wanted legal advice about how to proceed, knowing
I may want to consider a civil suit, but not knowing much about what that would entail. My life had been drastically affected by this
assault; I lost my housing, my job, dropped out of graduate school, could not sleep or find equivalent work, and felt socially, practically and
emotionally disconnected from the life I used to have. I did not have many personal or financial resources and felt disempowered and very
frightened about the future, which was a dark and exhausting unknown.
I met Elizabeth Grace and Gillian Hnatiw in person shortly after hearing of Lerners and from our first meeting on, they epitomized the best
of professionalism, efficiency, as well as appropriate personal sensitivity. I was anxious and nervous about proceeding, and they explained
each step fully and clearly, explaining the potential implications of each facet of my situation for the suit, as well as what was and was not
under anyone’s control. They were sympathetic and realistic. We proceeded despite the fact that I was not able to offer a retainer. Based
on my interest, at one sensitive point Gillian offered extremely helpful reading material above and beyond what would have been strictly
required, which not only helped make the process more transparent to me, but contributed to an excellent and even empowering learning
experience. This has given me a better understanding of the Canadian legal system and the importance of how it works in relation to social
issues such as violence.
My experience helped lessen a sense of an arbitrary, violent and frightening society for women, women of color, young women and truly
others of all stripes; but it also opened my eyes even more to the critical importance of the kind of work Elizabeth and Gillian do.
Elizabeth and Gillian worked together highly efficiently to resolve my claim outside of court with a solid resolution that has helped me
move forward with my life. Both the experience of going through the civil suit, and the material security of the resolution, have helped me
slowly redevelop a sense of being able to take care of myself and pursue my personal and professional goals. Since then, I have married
and we are expecting our first baby. We are looking forward to moving into our new house soon. With careful planning and budgeting I
hope to return to school in a few years. I hope to live a life in which I can work towards fulfilling my professional potential. Each of these
steps was made easier because of my experience with Lerners, the legal path they carefully mapped out with me, and their approach to
their work.”
Anonymity respected 

NOTEWORTHY CASES
• R.M. v. Colletta et al. (2007, S.C.J.) Acted as counsel to a young woman who was 

physically and sexually assaulted by her building superintendent, who had used his master 
key to gain access to her apartment while she slept. Including a claim for occupier’s liability 
and negligence against her landlord.

• Anderson et al. v. Ralph Rowe et al.; Kenequanash et al. v. The General Synod of the 
Anglican Church of Canada et al. (2006 – 2010, S.C.J.) Acted as co-counsel to numerous 
First Nation plaintiffs from Northern Ontario who endured physical and sexual abuse by an 
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Anglican priest and Boy Scout leader in their home communities as children.
• Wilkins v. Tim Hortons et al. (2006, S.C.J.) Represented a teenage boy in a claim for 

compensation arising from a sexual assault by his workplace supervisor.
• N.G. v. Upper Canada College (2004, S.C.J.) Acted as junior counsel in an action against 

Upper Canada College on behalf of a former student who was sexually abused by a House 
Master while attending the school.

 
SELECTED PRESENTATIONS/PUBLICATIONS

• Speaker, “Maternity and Parental Leave: The Legal Landscape”, Ontario Bar Association, 
April 4, 2016

• Speaker, “Discoveries: Five Years Post-Change”, Law Society of Upper Canada, 
November 26, 2015

• Speaker, Assessing “Private” Conduct at Registration and Discipline: Should Regulators 
Approach These Tasks Differently?, Canadian Network of Agencies for Regulation, 
Vancouver, British Columbia, November 3, 2015

• Speaker, Write Your Success, University of Toronto Faculty of Law, September 24, 2015
• Chair, “The Guide to Bringing/Defending Civil Sexual Assault Claims”, Osgoode 

Professional Development Webinar Series, January 20-March 3, 2015
• ‘Victim-blaming couched as legitimate judicial inquiry’, co-authored with Jasmine Akbarali, 

Canadian Lawyer Magazine, November 17, 2014
• Speaker, “Witness Preparation”, The Advocates’ Society Brown Bag Series, September 16, 

2014
• Instructor, Ethics and Professionalism in Medicine, Faculty of Medicine, University of 

Toronto, September 4, 2014
• Advisor, “Medical Professional Legal Issues”, University of Toronto Faculty of Dentistry, 

January 2014
• Panellist, “Causation Issues Post-Clement”, Ontario Bar Association Health Law Section 

Dinner, June 2013
• Presenter, Canadian Medical Professional Association Symposium, September, 2011
• Speaker, “Medical Professional Legal Issues”, University of Toronto Faculty of Medicine, 

September 2010 

MEMBERSHIPS
• The Advocates’ Society
• Canadian Bar Association
• Ontario Bar Association
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• Volunteer, Law Help Ontario Legal Aid Clinic Articling Principal and Mentor 

COMPLEMENTARY AREAS OF PRACTICE
• Charter of Rights/Constitutional Law
• Class Actions
• Health Law
• Public Tribunals & Commissions
• Employment Law 

EDUCATION
•  Admitted to Ontario Bar (2003)
• Bachelor of Laws, The University of Toronto (2002)
• Bachelor of Arts (Hons.) (History), Queen’s University (1999)
•  Bobby Jones Scholar (Third Year Abroad), The University of St. Andrew’s, Scotland (1997-

1998)

 
PERSONAL INFORMATION
Fiction, travel, hiking and camping


